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 Show HN: I built a side project that combines personal finance and fitness - samstokes ====== B-town I really appreciate the "Ask a techie" overlay on the side. I had the same question, "Is there any way I can store my health-related data online?" The way the site is set up right now, it looks like it would be hard to make the site fit under HIPAA. There's no way to let your users keep HIPAA-
compliant data. (Though, as an Apple user, I would love to be able to use iCloud with this.) I would strongly recommend looking at this site (or any other site) from a user's perspective. What is the minimum amount of data you need to keep your health on line (eg, medical bills, gym membership info)? How much is too much to share, and how do you determine it? ------ francov88 This is really cool.

Can I store medical bills on this? I don't have an insurance, and I recently had back surgery. A new United Nations study has warned that the Mediterranean region is facing a “humanitarian and climate emergency” due to an ongoing migrant crisis and a surge in violent conflicts. The Security Council Global Report on the Mediterranean finds that such crises pose significant risks to the region’s stability
and economic growth, and risks to peace and security at the regional and global levels. The UN-sponsored study was released on Thursday. It points to a dramatic increase in violence in Libya and ongoing violence in Syria, where there have been numerous air strikes by the Syrian regime and Russian military personnel. It also said more migrants were attempting to reach Europe. “A massive

humanitarian and climate emergency” was unfolding in the region, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres told a news conference. “There are three key messages in this report,” Mr. Guterres said. “First, it is in our interest to support those who contribute to peace and stability in the Mediterranean region. Second, the security and stability of the region is also essential for Europe and the United States.
And third, the situation in the Mediterranean region is a direct threat to the global effort to protect the planet.” Mr. Guterres said he 520fdb1ae7
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